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This companion journal to bestselling beauty nutrition guide Eat Pretty is an inspiring and innovative
tool that invites fans and newcomers alike to put beauty nutrition know-how into practice.most in a
striking, illustrated package. The dynamic format contains lively and informative overviews, fill-in
trackers and checklists, thought-provoking Q&As, goal-setting assistance, prompts for self-reflection,
and repeating spreads for monitoring 40 days of living and consuming well—
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Awesome Journal. Thanks :) I purchased this journal and also the main reserve. Great journal.
Extremely inspiring and you will find plenty things in here that I wouldn't have even thought about on
my own. This is a very lovely journal with lots of insight and great tips. As I leafed through the web
pages, I saw lists of foods that help with various ailments. I love the beauty nourishment daily
checklist and other specifics like affirmations, foods I ate and energy levels. It would just be fine to
have another reserve with this same set up and more webpages and even more guidelines. I don't
generally like monitoring my food, but this does it in a way that encourages eating for the nice of
your body, instead of meticulously counting calorie consumption. She is very legitimate and you can
tell that she cares through her composing. I recommend this book and the primary book. Great
food journal! There aren't many web pages for entries therefore i made sure to write one on an
excellent eating time and one on a poor eating day. Great journal I love this journal. I thought maybe
I would maintain it for myself. My only recommendation is to make another journal that simply serves
as a food journal that goes beyond the 40 days. I also noticed the food diary part also asks what
sort of person feels at meal time. I demonstrated it to my teen and she now loves the book! Love! I
really like that the journal doesn't simply ask you everything you ate but also how that meals made
you feel. this journal I dislike writing in journal's but because I'm on a fat loss journey that one is by
much the best journal I have run into!! It seems popular for some and it is quite but not really for me.
It helps coach and remind you to appreciate yourself first every day, stress relief, vitamin intake for
the day, thoughts, feelings, food tracking, water intake also to eat beautiful and healthy for your
body because you are worth it!! I'll definitely keep purchasing!!! Many thanks for amy ideal journal!!
it's a great read. ok Its ok, thought it could be a bit more Love this & I love this journal! I experienced
very motivated and motivated. I discovered a lot about healthy way of life and about myself. Highly
recommend. She intially rejected it when she noticed the flowery cover. It gives me lots info and
support my healthy eating habits Highly recommend! I really like this author. Returned This book has
way too much guidance rather than enough journal for me. AN EXCELLENT Live Well Tool I am
deeply in love with the whole Eat Pretty series. The assortment of books and the journal have really
helped alter how I appear at food. love! My girl has been using this. I'm not necessarily overall super
impressed by it. Please let me know if an alternative version is designed for the not so young eyes.
Visually challenging font color. I've Jolene Hart's Eat Pretty cookbook and I've used it extensively.
This publication is not recommended for the visually impaired. So that it was a no-brainer to get this
journal when it came out. It is just as fairly and eye getting as her cookbook. Pretty factors motivate
me =) May audio funny but it keeps my interest greater than a plain dark and white print book with
no artwork. The journal is very interactive and the daily food diary is very useful. It could not be
enough for medical enthusiast who already knows their stuff but I find it helpful and encouraging for
me. Lovely idea for a book! A straightforward read with plenty of good information. Just thing I'd like
better is bigger text message and in a more readable color. The light green is usually harder for
older eye. But I'd suggest. I felt very inspired and motivated Initially, when I bought this, I thought this
would just be a food journal. I examine it daily and perform the beauty practices. Turns out, it's an
excellent read. The info is vety useful, or more to date. I completely enjoy reading it at night & jotting
my thoughts down each morning. There's some good information in right here, but really very little
new earth shattering information than what most of us already know. This reminds me of how
Personally i think after the bad choice foods and helps me stick to focus. I'm not really overall super
impressed by it The book is alright. It really helps me to think about the cause and effects of what I
put into my own body. I received it and was disappointed in mere 40 days well worth of journaling
for a reserve twice as long. Really worth every penny! Great Journal! I loved the guidance and info
in the book. Downside may be the format and text message color. I stick to her cultural media



pages aswell and love everything she's to state. The light pink and mint green font can be
challenging to read without a bright light following if you ask me. Its pretty but not practical. I
recommend these books to anyone who is seriously interested in nutrition. cute very cute
Supportive! I like this journal. It offers a whole lot of valuable information regarding the health benefits
of foods and requires a really positive approach to eating in a manner that treats the body well.
Love. The book provides a different outlook on our consuming and living practices. bought 1 as
something special!
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